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Lobby redesign excludes past leaders
by Mariama Eversley ‘10
Head of School Dan Paradis
orchestrated removal of photographs of all former Park heads
of school from the front lobby. In
their place are three panels highlighting current activities within
the school. Paradis’ motives include celebrating the school’s
diversity and creating a welcoming, all-inclusive environment.
“As I looked at the front
lobby, I believed I needed to
convey a sense of Park today,”
said Paradis, “and to present
a sense of what is happening
across divisions, disciplines,
and programs for students who
walk in the door every day.”
Paradis believes updating
the lobby’s aesthetic to better
reflect Park’s current learning
environment is more important
than displaying the photographs.
In addition, accurately depicting Park’s atmosphere not only
demonstrates to visitors what
the school has to offer, but also
serves to celebrate one another.
“To me, the idea of highlighting
student and faculty work is most
important to get a sense of what
it means to be a student here.”
Teachers and faculty who
participated in The Black Male
Experience summer FACA and
other individuals encouraged
Paradis to think about what sort
of image the wall of white male
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Portraits of the nine heads of school, once in the main building, now hang in the lobby between the
business and development offices.

headmasters said about Park, and
what the community looks like
today. Coordinator of Community
and Student Services Carol Kinne
pushed him to remove the photos.
“While I see the photographs as
an important part of our history,
I see the space they occupied as
better used to honor the present,”
Kinne said. “I hope that the panels now there will provide a more

complete way to inform current,
as well as prospective, families
of what is happening in our
school today that confirms who
we say we are: a welcoming and
diverse community of learners.”
A number of people questioned the change. Many felt the
photos were symbolic of Park’s
past, and removing them was
disrespectful. Paradis is clear

that he welcomes dissenting
views and honors the opinions
of those who did not wish to
see the photos go. “I am sympathetic to those who have shared
their concerns, and I’m aware
there are different responses;
it’s not about dishonoring Park’s
past. There’s a lot to be proud
of—especially those heads.”
Headmaster, continued p. 2
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Wang Fei practices Chinese yoyo for an Upper School assembly presentation.

When second semester began Monday January 25, 16
students from Beijing School
Number Nine were among those
attending new classes. The students are visiting Baltimore to
spend a week with Park students who are studying Chinese.
After a 22-hour flight and a
three-hour drive, the students
arrived in Baltimore at 2:30 am
January 23, accompanied by
one chaperone. “Our students
and their parents were waiting
much more cheerfully than I
would have imagined and everyone fell into each other’s
arms,” said Modern Language
Chair Christine Broening.
The group spent the weekend
ice skating, sightseeing, and catching up. Four more chaperones

joined the group later in the week.
Upon arriving to Park Monday
morning, the exchange students
were greeted in an Upper School
assembly. “Ni hao, wo men hen
gao xing de ta men zai wo de xue
sheng. Or in English, hello and we
are happy that you are all at our
school,” said Head of School Dan
Paradis, followed by performances by Parksingers and students
from all three Chinese classes.
Last spring, Chinese language
students, along with their teacher
Xiaomu Hu and History teacher
John Acheson, traveled to Beijing to explore its culture and
language. While there, Park students stayed with students from
Beijing School Number Nine. “It
was very different from American
culture,” said Adam Kelmenson
’11, “but an enjoyable and edu-

cational experience nonetheless.”
With the addition of this
Chinese exchange program,
all language programs at Park
now have a cultural exchange
component. In summer 2008
Upper School Principal Mike
McGill traveled to Beijing, aiming to establish a partnership.
“My role was to research what
a two-week trip would include
and to see if I could establish
a relationship,” said McGill.
Alex-Beth Schapiro ’03 became
a part-time host for McGill and
introduced him to Yajun Zhao,
a Beijing native. The two met
with a few schools in the area
and one district superintendant.
As mediator for Park, Zhao made
contact with School Number
Nine after McGill’s departure.
Exchange, continued p. 3
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Climate group hosts first CD exchange
by Alec Ring ‘12

According to the CD recycling center of America, “Each
year, billions of CDs and DVDs
are manufactured, while millions
of these discs end up in landfills and incinerators.” Because
CD are difficult to recycle, the
Climate Change Committee at
Park (CCCP) decided to host a
CD drive to exchange and collect unwanted CDs. In addition,
the committee is in contact with
a company that will recycle the
CDs for free after the community
has taken the wanted CDs. Jackson Hance ‘12 who organized
the drive said, “At the beginning
of the year we had a list of things
we wanted to do in the club. Since
CDs are a particular pain to recycle we wanted to hold a drive.
And before we sent the CDs
away to be recycled we wanted to
see if anyone wanted the CDs.”
In addition to musical soundtracks, videogames, DVDs, and
computer games were donated
by the community. The first collection and exchange began the

week before winter break, and
by January 11 there were enough
CDs to hold a second exchange.
“It’s been really successful. I
was surprised by the number
of CDs we collected the second time around,” Hance said.
Since the last drive in January, Hance has been contacted
numerous times by people hoping to donate more CDs. “I figure
we’ll probably hold another exchange in the next few months,”
said Hance. “It would be really
great if this was an ongoing thing
so it could have more influence.”
Hance hopes to make the CD
exchange a school wide project;
he would like to open collection
to all divisions of the school.
The drive promoted green efforts within the school, and many
students were happy to browse
the collection and experience
some new music. Matan Zeimer
‘10 said, “The drive went really
well and I thought there was a
great variety of choices. I took
a Vengaboys CD, Pump up the
Volume, and some John Lennon.
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Upper School students crowded around the CCCP CD drive table, searching through numerous CDs
and DVDs to find new music and movies.

The drive gave a fun spin to the
environmentally friendly ideas
we’ve talked about here at Park.”
The CD drive is one of the

CCCP’s numerous projects this
year, working to reduce Park’s
carbon footprint. Some other
initiatives that the club hopes

to host include
tree plantings, composting in the cafeteria, and a club sponsored
carpooling week at school.

New activities meet diverse range of interests
by Alex Elias ‘11

photo by A. Sussman ‘10
Science teacher Jeff Jennings leads the
new Park Rangers club.

Park Rangers and Dungeons and
Dragons are two of the newest additions to the multitude of activities
available to students during X block.
Park Rangers offers students a chance
to “learn more about the outdoors than
you ordinarily would in school,” club
member Alix Gresov ’10 said. The club’s
goal is to “use the woods as a resource
and find out what it has to offer,” she said.
Another member Jackson Hance ’12
said he joined because he was interested in
“spending time outside and learning what
[the school] has on campus.” The Rangers are planning several projects including
building a bird blind which would allow
them to observe birds from close proximity without disturbing them or their habitat. Despite the club’s interest in biology,
Gresov assures “you don’t have to really
be interested in science to join the club.
You just have to have an interest in exploring the outdoors.” The group meets
Fridays at X-block in Jeff Jennings’ room.

Hazzah! Dungeons and Dragons (D and D), a role playing game
in which members take on the roles
of characters and go on quests using
a many-sided die, has arrived at Park.
This intricate and exciting game was
brought to Park by student and longtime
D and D player Samantha Finley ’12.
“I’ve been playing since fourth grade,”
said Finley. “The game is massively
complicated, but also massively fun.”
Other members are equally en-

thused at the prospect of the club despite lagging in knowledge of the rules.
“Live-action role-play,” club member
Aaron Clayton ’11 said, “is a very interesting experience. It’s very complex.
You have to write down your own characters, abilities, languages, and stats.”
Although sometimes difficult to understand, D and D brings together “fantasy
with reality in the ultimate combination,”
Clayton said. The club meets Thursdays
at X-block in Howard Berkowitz’s room.

photo by A. Sussman ‘10
Leader of Dungeons and Dragons S. Finley ‘12 discusses the game with new member A. Clayton ‘11.

Students react to removal of portraits from front lobby
Headmaster, continued from cover
Student reaction to the removal varied. “My immediate opinion is that,
that’s our school’s history,” said Anias
Stambolis-D’agostino ’12. “If the point

of taking them down was to remind people that we celebrate diversity, it seems
that we’re ashamed of our own history.”
“I think it was a good idea,” said
Christina Cubera ‘10, “because for a
prospective family, especially a family
of color, it’s the first thing you see and

it’s very intimidating to see a big wall
of white men. We can’t deny it’s our
history, but it’s only a very small part.”
“I understand that we are trying to
convey a sense of diversity,” said Senior Sean Langley, “but I think we
are going about it the wrong way.”

Paradis, however, is aware of the importance of honoring Park’s history.
Over the years he, along with others,
plans to create a more inclusive wall of
history. The installation will hang outside the admissions office. “It seems to
be a wonderful beginning,” said Paradis.
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Pick-up line gets longer
by Eli Block ‘12

photo by A. Sussman ‘10
Leader S. Cornblath ‘10 quizzes M. Gold ‘10 and E. Kahn ‘12 in the
third annual Yiddish Spelling Bee January 8.

Freshman conquers
Yiddish spelling bee
by Juliette Eisenstein ‘11
The winning word was geshiktkeyt. The winning word
in Park’s Yiddish Spelling Bee
that is, which the Jewish Culture
Club hosted during X-block on
January 8. David Agronin ’13
won in a sudden death round
among the four final contestants.
Along with the title of Spelling Bee champion, Agronin was
awarded a Yiddish with Dick
and Jane book. Geshiktkeyt,
meaning, dexterity in Yiddish,
was one of many challenging
expressions the 14 contestants
faced. Some other examples
include vevrik, hakmeser, and
gemishekht, which translate respectively into squirrel, cleaver,
and a mixture of ugly and stupid.
The suggestion to host a Yiddish spelling bee came to the
Jewish Culture Club three years
ago. “Our club coordinator, Neely Sneider, thought of the idea.
She thought it would be fun,”
said club leader Molly Wassel
’10. Leaders include Rachel
Shapiro ’10, Daniel Tsemach

’10, Sam Cornblath ’10, Monica
Kessler ‘10 and Leah Shapiro
’12. For this year’s competition, they compiled packets of
unique, comical, and complicated Yiddish words, definitions,
and sample sentences that have
been used for the past three Bees.
So far, the Bees have been
a great success. “The spelling
bee this year was really fun; the
words are hilarious,” noted Sam
Sugarman ’13, the first eliminated participant. Spectators and
contestants alike enjoyed the entertainment. Abby Sussman ‘10,
who has gone to every Bee but
hadn’t participated until this year,
commented on the unpredictable
difficulty of the competition.
“It’s a lot harder than you’d
think because everything’s
spelled randomly, and not how
it’s supposed be,” she said, referencing the fact that the English
spellings are derived from Hebrew pronunciations of Yiddish
words. The champion’s thoughts?
“It doesn’t really feel like anything,” said Agronin. “I’m not
sure if I’m surprised that I won.”

Frustration—entrapment—
concern—acceptance, all characterize opinions of parents
and faculty about the newlyelongated 3:00 carpool line.
Beginning January 4, parents
picking up their children must
now detour along the back road
towards the Athletic Center and
around the Lower School bus
circle before continuing to the
pickup area, rather than simply
driving the normal, direct route.
The change was instituted to
pull the line fully onto school
property instead of allowing it
to extend onto Old Court, creating a backup on the public
road. One result of the re-routed
traffic is that all cars and buses
in the Athletic Center parking
lot are trapped from the time
the line begins at about 2:45
until it clears at about 3:20.
According to Bob Peck, Director of Security, the change
was one of many possible scenarios that he had been considering to improve the carpool line.
Other recent safety improvements are traffic dividers added

photo by S. Cornblath ‘10
The extended carpool line now wraps around the Lower School bus
circle in an attempt to minimize traffic on Old Court Road.

on the double-yellow lines between the two lanes at the entrance to the school campus, and
the presence of a police officer
directing the daily influx of vehicles at the campus entrance.
Not all parents were happy
about the elongated line, but
most seem to agree. “[The new
carpool policy is] more considerate of drivers who are on Old
Court Road to reach destinations
other than Park,” said parent Debbie Kane in a Postscript survey.
With the entire line now on
campus, other drivers can contin-

ue past the school without having
to be caught up in carpool traffic.
In addition to general frustration, some teachers expressed concern for what
might happen in an emergency.
“I don’t like the idea of having my car trapped in a parking lot for half an hour every
day,” said college counselor
Tina Forbush. “While I’m usually at school quite late, I can’t
predict when emergencies or
unexpected circumstances will
arise, and I am uncomfortable
knowing that my car is stuck.”

Alumna competes on reality show
by Blake Pruitt ‘11
Ann Hirsch ‘03, a reality TV contestant, has survived
four eliminations in Frank
the Entertainer…In a Basement Affair, VH1’s newest dating series, which features 15
women all vying for the heart of
Frank “The Entertainer” Maresca of I Love New York fame.
After Park, Hirsh, a clear
standout on the series, attended Washington University in
St. Louis, graduating in 2007.
Hirsch approached the show
as a new medium to present
her reality TV persona, made

popular on her performance art
website,scandalishious.com.
“I was interested in the way
reality television is reproducing
female stereotypes at an alarming rate—using ‘real’ people to
validate these stereotypes’ existence,” said Hirsch in a January
24 article for Bust Magazine.
Her original intentions, devised while pursuing her MFA
in Art Video at Syracuse University, quickly changed when
Hirsch realized what being on
set of a reality show entailed.
“The ‘wacky performance
art piece’ was too easy,” wrote
Hirsch. From then on, the actress resolved to pursue fame,

and to genuinely understand the
point of view of a woman who is
“judged solely on their sexuality.”
Hirsch found that she was
actually attracted to Maresca,
even more than she had initially
thought from viewing him on
previous VH1 reality shows.
What she discovered, by taking
the premise of the show seriously, was that production casts
women in pursuit of fame, “and
then shames them for their innate
and reasonable desires,” and that
the reality the production creates
“works to continually perpetuate
negative stereotypes of women.”
A Basement Affair airs
on VH1 Sundays at 8 p.m.

Chinese arrive to complete second half of new exchange
Exchange, continued from cover
While here, Beijing students are staying with students currently taking all levels of Chinese. For some, this is a chance
to reunite with old acquaintances. “We’ve
grown to be good friends. I was really excited to see her and other friends I made
in China,” said Kayla Franze ’11 of Yiyan
Wang. “We had been emailing a lot; I’m excited to show her things about my culture.”
For most, it is their first time in the

United States. Zhang Ni, who teaches
English at School Number Nine, hopes to
learn about America’s education system.
“Our students can learn from each other.
Each type of education has its own advantages—we can both make improvements”
she said. “I hope my students can learn
qualities from American students. They are
outgoing and openly share their opinions.”
“At home, classes are big with 40 to
50 students. Here there are about 20 and
they change classrooms,” said Liang

En Zi who is staying with Kelmenson.
The group planned activities throughout the week. “I’m most excited to shop
and learn English and science,” said
Dong Yuanpu who is staying with Sam
Cornblath ’10. They attended classes
Monday and Wednesday, explored Baltimore’s downtown community and
visited Washington D.C. The students
also traveled beyond Maryland, visiting Philadelphia for a few days. They
will end their trip in New York City.

photo by S. Cornblath ‘10
Chinese students practice for their January 27 assembly performance.
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Expensive Talara serves an older crowd
by Ellie Kahn ‘12
The Inner Harbor was once
the popular Downtown Baltimore destination, but the recently-developed Harbor East is now
becoming increasingly popular.
Shops, bars, restaurants, and a
busy movie theater complete
the destination. Talara, a Latin
American seviche and tapas bar
is the latest addition to the block.
Talara is filled with high
black chairs around small tables.
The colorful walls and geometric
light fixtures create a Miami-like
ambiance. Tall drinks in iced
tea glasses with sunken mint are
on every table. The entire place
feels like summer. What takes
away from the design of the restaurant are the TVs on the walls
and the Cuban artwork randomly
suspendedfrom the low ceiling.
The idea behind Talara is
“Raw with a twist.” The menu
consists of 13 possible seafoods

and seven preparations. These
include the most popular options,
Fire and Ice (seviche prepared
with spicy peppers and a pear
granita), an Asian tartare, and a
curried citrus seviche. Served on
bright, rectangular plates, they
arrive in mounds the size of shot
glasses. While this is the focus of
the restaurant, I took my chances
with the tapas (which seemed
more like large appetizers). The
wild mushroom flatbread consisting of roasted shitakes, goat
cheese, tomato, and olives satisfied the whole table, while the
Julienne salad disappointed. It
was bland and average. Dessert
was impressive. A delicate Tres
Leches cake was brought to our
table topped with sliced strawberries. It completed the meal well.
Talara is nothing more than a
good bite to eat after the movies.
While the seviche is prepared
well, the servings are unreasonably small. Its hope of becom-

photo courtesy weblogs.baltimoresun.com
Talara, a Latin American seviche and tapas bar, is located at 615 President Street in Baltimore. The
restaurant offers different preparations of 13 seafood options.

ing a neighborhood hotspot is
doubtful because it isn’t for a
young crowd. It is expensive,
turning off 20-somethings and

drawing a large crowd of adults.
I wanted to like Talara, but it
seemed generic and lacking in
creativity. All I really suggest

is stopping by for one of their
Mexican, flourless, chocolate
tortes, but then again, HäagenDazs is right around the corner.

Vampire Weekend: sophomore success or slump?
by Michael Gold ‘10
There has been a lot of hype around
Vampire Weekend’s sophomore album, Contra. The band enjoyed a huge
amount of success after releasing its debut album and was considered one of
the best new bands by many magazines
and websites. When they announced
that they were releasing a new album,
the spotlight was all over them. Many
people thought they wouldn’t be able to
avoid the sophomore slump. Well I can
assure you that for the second time in a
row, Vampire Weekend has delivered.
The band moved in a very different
direction from their first album. They
are now experimenting with different
sounds, like trumpets, heavy synths,
auto-tune, and rap samples. This newly
developed sound has strayed away from
their previous mainstream pop sound
(not that they were ever that close to it).
Even in this new direction, the group
manages to make every song on the album
very different, while still unmistakably
sounding like Vampire Weekend. They
have the rough and jumpy “Cousins” and
there’s the guitar-less “Horchata.” Then
there is the slow ballad, “I Think UR A
Contra,” with noodling pianos and strings
under singer, Ezra Koenig’s soft voice.
This track in particular is a big step for the
band; the softness is like nothing I’ve ever
heard from them. It’s also the first time
we get to hear Koenig’s real vocals shine.
There are many tracks where we get to
hear Koenig using much more of his voice

than in the previous album, like “White by Jack Califano ‘12
Sky” where the chorus is beautiful wordless shouting, for lack of a better phrase.
ollowing the success of their self
A main source of hate towards Vampire
titled debut album, Vampire WeekWeekend is their preppy, elite attitude, and end hits a new level of quirky with their
how it reflects in their lyrics. The lyrics ambitious and experimental sophomore
in Contra, though still sometimes elitist, record, Contra. Describing their music as
have for the most part moved from college “Upper West Side Soweto,” the Africaand the northeast to touchier subjects like influenced New York indie pop quartet
social class. However, I don’t think the finds a much more distinct sound this time
group is trying to prearound, but distinct
tend that they aren’t
doesn’t necessarthe preppy, rich kids
ily mean good.
that they are. They’re
As the band starts
embracing it and still
to get a little too
making great music,
experimental the
leaving the haters
results are, if anyeven more to hate.
thing, disorienting.
Now this album is
The
album
by no means perfect.
starts things off
“Taxi Cab” gets repetwith “Horchata”,
itive and boring and
an odd collabora“Diplomat’s Son” is a
tion of steel drums,
little too long. Some
bells, keyboards,
tracks also seem to
and
xylophones
photo courtesy pitchfork.com that evoke nostalrely heavily on layering. But these comgia for the playplaints are hardly real problems. Overall fulness of a lower school music room.
there just isn’t much wrong with Contra. This kindergarten choir theme pops up
Vampire Weekend is a great band. throughout the album, but is never quite
They have a unique and versatile sound, as prominent, (or is pulled off quite as
they produce great music, and they are well) as it is in this first track, with the
only getting better. In this era, it’s diffi- remainder of the album splitting itcult to find a band that can produce two self into a variety of different elements.
straight albums without a single bad
Fans of the band’s earlier works will
track, and still remain fresh but acces- feel right at home listening to songs like
sible. There is just too much to love when “Holiday” and “Cousins,” which seem
it comes to these Ivy-League fellows. to feature more guitar then the rest of

F

the album put together. While the first
of these two tracks is rather unspectacular, “Cousins” manages to stand head and
shoulders above the rest of the album.
Showcasing the best of both records, the
song hits listeners hard and fast, jumping back and forth from an eclectic
mash of drum and bass rhythms to a series of rapid guitar riffs and drum rolls.
Save these two songs, the rest of the
album is pretty touch and go, with songs
such as “California English” and “Diplomat’s Son” using everything from autotune to samples from M.I.A’s “Hussel”
to create what feels more like a mash up
of recording studio tricks than full fleshed
songs. It’s not that these songs are going
to make one’s ears bleed—bits and pieces
of these quirky musical creations are actually quite nice—but they just don’t feel
quite as polished as the rest of the record.
Other songs suffer from some poorly
executed over layering, with tracks like
“White Sky” and “Run” occasionally
leaving the listener in a bit of a daze due
to the seemingly endless number of different instruments and melodies contributing to the piece. When combined
with Chris Tomson’s incredibly sporadic
drumming patterns, it all becomes a bit
too much, as if the band were trying to be
strange just for the sake of being strange.
This failure to deliver the same refreshing quality of music found in
their first album is disappointing for
a group with such potential, and other than a few worthy singles, the album leaves one asking, “Is that it...?”
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Daybreakers appeals to
horror, action audience
by Ben Sottak ‘11
These days, vampires are a hot commodity. With the success of franchises
like Twilight and True Blood, the children
of the night aren’t going away any time
soon. But just when you think you’ve seen
every take on the subject, a movie like
Daybreakers comes along and proves that
the mythology has yet to be drained of life.
Daybreakers is the second film from
Michael and Peter Spierig, who directed the micro-budget zombie flick
Undead. This time around they have a
bigger budget and cast including Ethan
Hawke, Willem Dafoe and Sam Neill.
The Spierig brothers know how to make
an effective B-movie and if you choose
to check your sense of logic at the door,
Daybreakers can be a bloody good time.
The year is 2019 and a plague has transformed most of the human population into
vampires. The vampires have developed a
functioning society not so different from
ours. They have jobs, drive cars, wear
suits and even live in gated communities.
The remaining humans are hunted and
once captured, farmed for blood in order
to sustain the vampire population. The
only problem is humans are going extinct.
Without human blood, the vampires
morph into freaky bat-creatures that feed
off of anything on which they can get
their claws. Enter Edward Dalton (Ethan
Hawke), the chief hematologist for the
big blood supplying corporation. His
boss, Bromley (Sam Neill) is pressuring
him to find a blood substitute in order to
deal with a blood deficiency problem. Edward has a run in with a group of human
survivors, led by Lionel (Willem Dafoe),
who later contacts him claiming they have
a cure for being a vampire. But as Bromley points out “What’s there to cure?”
The intriguing concept may be riddled

photo courtesy celebritywonder.com
Michael Cera and Portia Doubleday star in Youth In Revolt, a comedy released January 8.

Youth in Revolt: flawless
photo courtesy filmofilia.com

with dark-humor, but rest assured, Daybreakers is not for the faint of heart. These
vampires don’t sparkle in the sunlight
nor do they quarrel with shirtless werewolves. This is an R-rated vampire movie
and the Spierigs get incredibly inventive
when it comes to gore. There are exploding heads and severed limbs aplenty.
Despite all the carnage, the film is
highly stylized and the contrast between
the day and night sequences is surprisingly beautiful. The three leads all know
they are over-qualified for their roles and
are having a blast. Dafoe in particular has
a ball, spitting out one-liners and brandishing a crossbow like a real action star.
The parallels between the vampire
society and our own are clear and Daybreakers has plenty of social commentary for those who want it. The real
crowd that this will appeal to is the horror and action fans looking for a fun
time. With a great visual style and an
original concept behind it, Daybreakers is a vampire movie that has enough
bite to bring respect back to the genre.

by David Agronin ‘13
Love makes people do crazy things.
This is never more apparent then in the
comedy Youth in Revolt. Starring Michael
Cera and Portia Doubleday, this movie
will have the audience convulsing with
laughter. It’s the film adaption of a novel
by C. D. Payne, but its transition from
book to film doesn’t leave gaps in the
plot. The Director Miguel Artura keeps
the film moving at a speedy but easy to
follow pace, and keeps the actors serious in what is often a ridiculous situation.
In his trademark awkward teen role,
Cera portrays Nick Twisp, a social outcast who lives with his mother Estelle
(Jean Smart) and her boyfriend Jerry
(Zach Galifianakis). When Jerry sells a
dead Chevy Nova to a group of sailors,
they must flee to a religious trailer park to
avoid retaliation. There, Nick meets Sheeni Saunders (Doubleday), and falls deeply
in love with her. After being separated,
Nick has to be bad to get back to her, thus
leading him to invent the mustachioed
persona Francois (Cera) to guide him on
a quest of debauchery. Hilarity ensues.
The humor in Youth in Revolt consists
of Francois coaxing Nick into commit-

ting crimes, upsetting his parents and
their lovers, pursuing Sheeni, and taking
hallucinogenic mushrooms. Other characters add flavor to the film, like Fred
Willard, who portrays Mr. Ferguson, a
neighbor obsessed with housing illegal
immigrants, and Adhir Kalyan, portraying a friend who accompanies Nick on
a number of his escapades. Nick’s Father (Steve Buscemi), his wife Lacey
(Ari Graynor), and Sheeni’s pretentious boyfriend, Trent (Jonathan Wright)
help set the film in a mist of absurdity.
There really are no major flaws in Youth
in Revolt, unless you can’t stand sexual
humor. The majority of jokes within the
movie are based around sex or drug use,
often times a bit of both. But this film is
worth it. Its addition of the alter-ego Francois will satisfy those who are looking
for something a bit more sophisticated.
In the category of depth, Youth in Revolt includes material concerning illegal
immigration, corrupt police officers, and
the influence of evangelical religion. It also
shows that even the scrawny, awkward,
Sinatra obsessed weirdo has a chance
with the girl of his dreams. That is, if he
is willing to blow up a building or two.

Ke$ha releases solid album
by Portia Boston ‘13

photo courtesy allmoviephoto.com
Ethan Hawke, Claudia Karvan, and Willem Dafoe star in the new vampire movie,
Daybreakers, which opened in theaters January 8.

New hit singer and 22-year old Kesha
[pronounced Keh-sha] recently released
her debut album Animal. Kesha comes
on like a wild, reckless nightmare. Her
demeanor is obnoxious and rebellious.
Yet, despite the singer’s attitude, she
has produced a catchy, undeniable hit,
“Tik Tok.” This song is filled with Kesha’s sing-songy rap, auto-tune, crazy
sound effects, and electronic back beats.
Her album mostly features songs similar to this single. Almost all of them are
danceable, have a theme about partying, and include a high level of energy.
“Blah Blah Blah” another song from

the album, featuring the popular group
30H!3, is already successful on iTunes.
I would not be surprised if her songs
“Kiss and Tell,” “Stephen,” (one of the
only ballads on the CD) or “Take It Off”
also gain substantial popularity this year.
Kesha’s album is solid. Her provocative and clever lyrics, and smooth transition from talking to singing, allow for
enjoyable listening. The lyrics and vocals
accompany pounding synthesizers and
other electronic sounds. Kesha’s music
falls under the same bubble gum pop category as Katy Perry and Lady Gaga, but
could also be categorized with the legendary rap group “Salt-n-Pepa.” Her music
is fun and unique and will not disappoint.
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Revamped Immersion Week re
Committee pushes to reprise mid-semester break from regular classes
By Juliet Eisenstein ‘11

F

or many years, Immersion Week has provided Upper School
students with the opportunity to
experience diverse activities to
which they might not otherwise
be exposed to for four days between first and second semester.
Offerings have included cooking
exotic foods, learning to ballroom dance, and making short
films. This year, however, there
was serious doubt that the week
would actually take place. Fortunately, the student-organized and
mostly student-led week managed to survive, thanks to Immersion Week leaders Jake Mayers ’10 and Jenn Swirnow ’10.
As the primary planners of
the week Swirnow and Mayers,
who have been involved with
Immersion Week since their
sophomore year, recruited students to coordinate activities.
They also had to ensure that the
Immersion Week Committee,
which was comprised of students
and teachers, would approve all
proposed activities, the budget
and overall layout for the fourday week. They had seen how
hard alumni leaders Anja Fries
’09, Dawn Lee ’09, and Stevie Harlan ’09 worked last year
and knew they had to put forth
even more effort to make this
year’s Immersion Week happen.
In an attempt to ensure that
Immersion Week would become

a permanent fixture in the Upper
School, Mayers and Swirnow
decided that it should be a biannual event. They believe that
by providing more time to organize the week and handle all
planning-related issues, Immersion Week will be a more valuable experience. “We learned
from their mistakes,” said Mayers of last year’s leaders. He
and Swirnow have already prepared Juniors Joey Fink and
Drew Tildon to plan the next
Immersion Week. The current
leaders also advocated for the
week at Back-to-School Night
and faculty meetings to guarantee its occurrence in the future.
Faculty support, which has
been minimal and wavering
in past years, is crucial to the
week’s success. While many
teachers theoretically liked the
week, they were not thrilled
that many students did not take
the week seriously. This year,
it seems that teachers’ attitudes
changed. “We got the faculty a
lot more into it,” Mayers said.
But, the leaders had difficulty
recruiting student leaders. “I
expected a lot more student involvement,” Mayers said. While
initially there seemed to be a lot
of interest, many students did not
commit. “It was hard to get kids
to start planning,” Swirnow said.
Since it took more time than
anticipated to recruit activity
leaders, it was hard for the Committee to meet its deadlines. Not

photos by S. Cornblath ‘10 and R. Shapiro ‘10
P. Boston ‘13 and A. Livingston ‘12 prepare salsa for the Spanish Cooking; M. Wecht ‘10 and A.
Schenerman ‘12 dance the Cha Cha; and members of the Propaganda group take a break.

only did Mayers and Swirnow
need to ensure there would be
enough activity proposals, but
leaders also needed to show their
devotion to help planning the
week. “We expected things to
happen sooner, but it’s hard for
kids to do things if they’re not
sure their work will pay off,”
said Swirnow. Nevertheless,
the week’s planners were able
to meet their major deadlines.
After they were completed,
activity proposals were sub-

mitted to the Immersion Week
Committee. The proposals “had
to show that there were enough
activities, space for the entire
upper school in those activities,
and interest in all activities that
would be offered,” said Mayers.
The leaders sent out multiple
surveys to the Upper School to
guarantee that students would be
happy with the activity choices.
Upper School Scheduler Kim
Baylis placed people in activities using ranked sign-up sheets

Spanish Cooking
Beef stew in a pumpkin, chicken mole, tapas and Argentinean
desserts were created by 12 students over Immersion Week in
an intensive Spanish cooking
activity. Led by Sophomores
Arianna Strome and Amy Livingston and Modern Language
teachers Ileana Imhoff and Jenny
Sorrel, the group gathered before
Immersion Week to discuss the
types of food they wished cook:
Wednesday was Guatemala, Argentinean food on Thursday, and
tapas on Friday. Heading into
the week, many students were
excited to cook, learn, and eat.
The first day, the students
met in small groups to find recipes. Participants were able to

pick their Guatemalan cooking
groups while the Argentinean
ones were chosen for them. The
members discovered different
recipes ranging from vegetarian
tamales to pollo pipiano, a chicken dish in a spicy, nutty, tomato
sauce. Later that day, the chefs
visited the Spanish community
in downtown Baltimore and traveled to specialty grocery stores.
Among the harder ingredients
to find were baking pumpkins,
banana leaves, mate (an Argentinean drink) and chile peppers.
The group gathered at Livingston’s house on Wednesday to cook their Guatemalan
dishes. Although not all dishes
were successful, the group thor-

so most people were pleased
with their assignments.
All the hard-work put in
by Mayers, Swirnow and other students and faculty paid
off, Immersion week was a
great success. Swirnow was
particularly happy with how
the week turned out. “Immersion Week was a great
opportunity for people to immerse themselves in activities they wouldn’t otherwise
be able to do,” said Swirnow.

Getting in Touch with
oughly enjoyed the day. “We
had an amazing time at Amy’s
house,” said Adam Kelmenson
’11. “It was fun to taste different
kinds of food even though some
weren’t as delicious as others.”
Thursday, the chefs went to
Strome’s house. The dishes varied
from traditional chicken, milenesa and desserts. “Because it was
the second day, a lot of the dishes
turned out much better. I could
definitely see the progress we had
made,” said Abby Sussman ’10.
At the end of the week,
all students were extremely happy. “I’m really glad I
chose to spend my Immersion
Week exploring something
brand new,” said Kelmenson.

A group of freshmen and
senior boys gathered in Daniel Jacoby’s classroom for an
Immersion Week activity on
sensitivity training for guys.
The group began in the kitchen with a cake recipe that was
to be baked completely from
scratch. Next on the list was
an activity the ‘sensitive guys’
did multiple times over immersion week: they sat down
and watched a movie. Ranging
from When Harry Met Sally
to segments of Ghandi, How
to Lose a Guy in 10 Days, and
Turner and Hooch, the boys,
along with history teacher
John Roemer, discussed masculine characteristics and

male-female dynamics that touched
on the issue of male sensitivity.
The first day featured watching
the film When Harry Met Sally and
the baking of a delicious chocolate
cake. Sex educator Debbie Roffman
facilitated discussions about everyday male behavior and the impact of
societal pressures and the relevance
of male genetics. “We started the
week with one demand,” said leader
Michael Tucker ’10. “‘Take this
activity seriously,’ and that was the
foundation of our success this week.”
On the second to last day of Immersion Week the boys were asked
to bring in baked goods to sell the
following day and raise money
for a charity of their choice. The
group spent time deliberating over
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turns with resounding success

Pie Baking

T

he smell of delicious
pies wafted through
the home of activity leader Rose Berns-Zieve ‘11
during Immersion Week. The
activity was simple enough,
bake pies for four days straight.
The group made a combined
total of 16 pies ranging from
lemon meringue to coffee-mudslide. All components of the
pies were made from scratch:
the crust, the filling and the toppings. “It was very satisfying to
see our creations from start to
finish,” said Jeremy Winer ’10.
Berns-Zieve prepared extensively for this activity. She
spent the long weekend prior

crust was the first step in creating the perfect pie. Ingredients
ranged from graham crackers
and Oreos to the classic crust.
Then came the filling, which was
very intricate. Fruit, chocolate,
and ice cream were all needed
for that part. “A lot more goes
into the filling then I initially
expected,” said Winer. Finally,
the topping was put on the pie.
Pies had woven tops, ornately
designed ones or no coverings.
While the pies were baking, the
group bonded by playing different
board games. All of the students
were very proud of their pies and
eagerly shared them with other
students at the end of the week.

Designing a Block of Baltimore
While
some
students
learned how to sew or bake
pies, one Immersion Week
activity explored what exactly goes into planning and
constructing a city block. In
“Designing a Block of Baltimore,” participants got a taste
of every aspect of the development process: meeting with
City Officials from the Housing Department, talking with
architects, and touring neighborhoods. “I’ve always been

super into Baltimore City,” said
activity leader and Upper School
science teacher Julie Rogers. “I
saw this as a great opportunity
to immerse myself and students
in Baltimore’s architecture.”
Participants shared Rogers’
excitement. “It’s not just [working on] a building, it’s more
complex problems like how to
get water and electricity into the
building,” said Jamie Waxter
’11, who signed up for the activity due to his interest in archi-

tecture. Waxter was especially
excited for the design aspect of
the activity. Another participant, Joel Naiman ’11, hoped
that the experience would give
him insight into why the city
looks like it does. “Seeing so
many of the neighborhoods
in Baltimore in two days was
quite an experience,” he said.
The group created a poster
exhibiting a summary of their
work which is now on display
in the Upper School hallway.

The Declamation Project

h your Sensitive Side
which charity to donate the bake sale
money. Organizations such the House
of Ruth and the American Red Cross
were discussed, but the boys landed
on V-Day for Women and Children,
an organization that benefits the women and children of Haiti. Tucker explained that “this activity greatly exceeded expectations, and the attitudes
of the seniors and freshmen are what
made this experience so valuable.”
The age gap between the senior and
freshmen boys also added to the success of this activity. “I signed up for it
because I believed I would learn important concepts that would help me become a better person along with making better decisions,” said freshman
Mitch Kessler. The freshmen seemed
to learn a great deal from the upper-

to Immersion Week preparing her home for the group and
purchasing ingredients for the
various pies. When the bakers arrived at her house, everything was ready to go. “I was
very impressed with how much
work Rose had put into this activity,” said Juliet Eisenstein
’11. Faculty leader and English
chair Patti Porcarelli was also
very helpful. She participated
by baking pies with Sophomore
Tara Smith and picking up missing ingredients when needed.
“To start [each day],” said
Winer, “we would pick out a
recipe from Rose’s selections.
Then we started baking.” The

classmen and they formed a
friendly bond. The students
felt as if they were in a secure
environment and managed
to discuss issues at the end
of the week that none would
have been comfortable talking
about before the experience.
Roemer and senior leaders
Michael Tucker and Spencer
Schulz came up with the idea
and executed it. The student
leaders took their positions
seriously and together with
the faculty advisor, spent numerous hours preparing for
each day’s activity. When the
facilitators take their duties
sincerely, the rest of the participants will be sure to follow.

A few students and teachers
spent Immersion Week memorizing lines of poetry and movie
scenes and reciting them in public places. Upper School history
teacher Peter Warren came up
with the idea for “The Declamation Project,” although he does

not remember what inspired
him. After hearing about the
proposed activity, fellow English teacher Kirk Wulf asked to
be a part of the experience. At
the suggestion of the Immersion
Week Committee, Monica Kessler ’10 joined Warren and Wulf

photo by S. Cornblath ‘10
S. Macht ‘10 illustrates her children’s book. A. Barry ‘11 wrote the
text for the story.

to be the group’s student leader.
On the first day, each student
memorized a stanza of the poem
Jabberwocky from “Through
the Looking Glass.” They traveled to a local Starbucks the next
day to perform the poem. After
the recitation, one man who told
the group, “That made my day!”
For the rest of the week, participants worked on solo or small
group pieces, such as scenes
from The Lion King and Donnie
Darko and a variety of poetry.
The group declaimed in places
all around Baltimore, including a gas station, Fells Point,
supermarkets and a bookstore.
“We had a great time running
around the city, being with each
other, meeting weird people, and
doing weird things,” said Kessler.
The performances were filmed
and will be shown to the Upper School on some future date.
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Editorial
If at first you don’t succeed...
On the first day back after the end of
the semester, students walked into school
smiling and relaxed. Immersion Week
was back and many could not have been
happier. Some, however, were apprehensive and skeptical. Two years ago Immersion Week was much more relaxed
and almost any activity was acceptable;
this year the standards were stricter.
Although activities were not entirely different from years past, the experience certainly was. Leaders were
forced to take their duties seriously,
and teachers did not sit back and watch.
Faculty and student leaders collaborated effectively and bolstered the success of this year’s Immersion Week.
Throughout the day many students
never left their activities, even during
lunch. Ballroom dancers danced the
day away from 8:30 to 3:00, pie makers baked tirelessly, and students sewed
long into the afternoon. A visitor walking through the Upper School hallways
would not have had any idea that we
were taking a week off from our standard
curriculum. Students took the week seriously and did not blow off activities.
In theory, the purpose of Immersion
Week is to provide students the opportunity to explore activities that they would
not usually have the chance to experience.
Due to a lack of organization and commitment, Immersion Week 2008 left many
people dissatisfied. After a courageous

photo by S. Cornblath ‘10

effort to repeat the week last year, organizers for 2009 decided to pull the plug.
They didn’t want an unsuccessful week to
ruin chances for the future, and they were
probably right. A failure in 2009 might
have ended Immersion Week for good.
As it turned out, many students and
teachers who had hoped Immersion Week

The Postscript

would not come back in 2010 were pleasantly surprised to see the week finally
achieve its potential. “This was the most
successful Immersion Week,” said Upper
School Principal Mike McGill. “I only received one angry email--an all-time low.”
This year’s Immersion Week would
not have gone as well as it did without the

contributions of the entire Upper School
community. So thank you to the Immersion Week Committee for many months
of meetings and clear guidance, to leaders
for thoughtfully planning activities, to students for taking advantage of this opportunity, and to faculty for supporting and participating in the best Immersion Week ever.
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Commentary

Promoting diversity does not require hiding our past
by Jesse Orr ‘11

R

ecently, Dan Paradis
ordered the removal
of the Headmaster
portraits lining the lobby because
all of our previous headmasters
are white men. He cited the need
to convey a sense of welcome by
showing what Park is today, not
what it has been over the years.
However, this was a mistake,
simply ungrounded in any sense
of history or institutional honesty.
“It matters to our kids when
they see themselves in what we
hang on our walls,” Dan Paradis
said in an email to faculty and
staff. Still, there are many pictures of diverse Park students on
our walls, as well as exhibits featuring numerous foreign countries and varied locales. He also
wrote, “I don’t want to ignore or
abandon Park’s past, but I want
to tell the story in ways that are
compelling and complex.” But
how can one tell a story while ignoring the most important characters? It just doesn’t make sense.
It isn’t as if we have loads of
tributes to Park’s history; if we
did there would be no reaction.
However, we are hiding the only
visible reminder we have to their
achievements, and now don’t
publically acknowledge anything
that’s happened at Park more
than five years ago. That’s a
shame that ought to be rectified.

Yes, it’s true that all our headmasters are white men. There’s
no reason to be ashamed of this,
especially since many of them
have been leaders in the promotion of diversity, as David Jackson was, or important thinkers
regarding progressive education,
as Parvin Sharpless was. What
message are we sending by judging these headmasters solely
based on the color of their skin?
Then there’s the matter of
diversity.
We all love
it – we show
how important it is to us
by displaying disproportionally
diverse pictures on our website. But the
fact is, we’re more than 80%
white and around 50% Jewish. Our student body isn’t
that diverse, and applicants will
see this when they visit regardless of the portraits on the wall.
If we actually want to become more diverse we must acknowledge the truth, not only
to ourselves, but to the community as a whole. By removing
the pictures, we’re denying our
own selves, and while Park’s
‘meaning’ is all about defining
ourselves over and over again,
removing the Headmaster pictures seems to be going a bit

far in our quest for redefinition.
The portraits are a negligible
contribution to our diversity
problem compared to the hundreds of other reasons we’re not
100% representative of the community. We don’t see a shortage of female student applicants
because the headmasters were
all men; a few pictures aren’t
the reason we don’t attract more
minorities. For example, Bryn
Mawr and Gilman both honor
their pasts (including their white
headmasters) and have more
minority students than Park.
Diversity’s biggest roadblock is our ‘school culture;’
we’re non-athletic, our math
program (until Upper School) is
perceived as mediocre, and the
ill-informed non-Park majority believe “we have no rules.”
I’m not saying there’s anything wrong with our school culture, but we have to acknowledge
that it has consequences. Conservative parents don’t tend to see
Park as a good fit for their children and many Asian and African-American parents don’t send
their children to Park for this reason. The reputation of our math
and science programs, regardless
of the truth, doesn’t help either;
someone in my grade left during
Middle School due to this issue.
Our athletic reputation also hurts
us regarding diversity; there are
plenty of people who don’t even

photo by A. Sussman ‘10
In the lobby of the main building, four panels showing recent news
replaced portraits of the past heads of school.

bother applying to Park due to
the perception of our athletic program. These prejudices snowball and the effect is sharpened.
None of this has anything to
do with the headmaster portraits;
removing them is trying to appear more diverse without addressing the root causes. If we
want to “create a wall that provides a fuller and richer telling
of Park’s story over the last century,” as Paradis said, then move
the pictures somewhere to some
prominent hallway or something, and add a more representative display. But don’t hide

them away, across the street,
in the business office and act
like we’re ashamed of our past.
Dealing with student diversity
is serious business not addressed
by shuffling pictures around like
deck chairs on the Titanic; I hope
the headmasters reappear shortly and the administration starts
dealing with the diversity issue
openly, sensibly, and honestly. I
have no doubt we will, once we
get over this little spat, but fix it
we must. Otherwise, we’ll never
get to see Dan Paradis’s smiling
face on the wall when he moves
on. What a shame that would be.

2009: A year of scandal, spray tans, and Lady Gaga
by Blake Pruitt ‘11

2009 offered a satisfying variety of pop
culture events: reality TV reached new
lows (or highs, depending on your pointof-view) with Jersey Shore and Jon & Kate
Plus 8, celebrity deaths were an exceptionally widespread occurrence, performance
art (from Lady Gaga to Glee) rightfully
became the “in-thing,” Kanye interrupted
Taylor Swift, and Katy Perry disappeared
off the face of the earth. But, a personal
favorite of the past year that represents
many of the common themes in pop culture occurrences is the Tiger Woods scandal. Infidelity scandals, the tarnishing of
seemingly-perfect celebrity reputations,
and the escalation of paparazzi coverage
all represent this keystone year in pop culture history. The following is a piece I
wrote shortly after the scandal escalated;
it was initially written to be read out loud.
The media attention started when Tiger
Woods crashed his Escalade into a fire hydrant, and then a tree, outside of his Florida
mansion. He received a ticket and, in accor-

dance with the How To Handle a Celebrity
Controversy rulebook, issued an apology.
Then
came
the
mistresses.
The number of women to admit
sleeping with Mr. Woods is currently
at 17, but that could change at any moment (case in point: another woman
came forward while I was writing this
piece). The most recent women to
come forward are porn star Holly Sampson and lingerie model Jamie Jungers.

‘But it’s stories like
Tiger’s that really
make me feel good.’
The owner of a VIP escort service that
Tiger has been known to use informed the
press that Tiger “would request the collegecutie, girls-next-door look” and that he
“liked to communicate by text message.”
A text message to one of his flings read, “I
know it’s brutal on you that you can’t be
with me all the time, I get it. It f-----g kills

me, too. I finally found someone I connect
with.” One of the women has even made
an offer to sell nude pictures of Tiger taken on her cell phone to Playgirl magazine.
Now, it’s anyone’s guess as to how
long the tabloid excitement will last and
if Tiger’s career will bounce back or die
a slow, painful death. Either way, I’m
loving this. Yes, I understand that there
are important issues in the news like the
health care debate and Afghanistan. But
it’s stories like Tiger’s that really make
me feel good. Professional golf’s golden boy, who seemed like he could do no
wrong, has actually been playing us all,
and now he’s getting what he deserves.
If a celebrity wants media attention for
every mundane, or even sometimes positive, thing they do, then they have to take
the negative coverage as well. Yes, it is
true that celebrity scandals receive more
attention than celebrity work with charities, but that’s part of the deal. If you’re
going to do something immoral, as a celebrity, you should at least put more effort
into covering it up than the average per-

son. And hey, even though he may have
lost most of his endorsement deals
and his marriage is
in shambles, Tiger
has now reached
a whole new audience of nonsports followers,
including myself.
So as the holiday season approaches and families get
together to enjoy each other’s company, try to appreciate the privacy in your
life. Go ahead, have an affair. As long
as you’re not a celebrity, no one cares.
Well, that’s it. What a year. I know
I spent plenty of valuable time, which
could have been spent working, reading
perezhilton.com and watching Bravo, and
I couldn’t be happier with my decision. In
2010, I look forward to seeing a resurgence
in wardrobe malfunctions, more quality
programming from the likes of VH1 and
MTV (here’s hoping for NYC Prep Goes to
College), and, of course, more Lady Gaga.
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For Mayor Dixon, the punishment fits the crime
by Allison Spector ‘13
After being tried for stealing $600 worth
of gift cards, Sheila Dixon has been sentenced to Probation before Judgment. This
means that if she successfully completes
her probation, she will be able to run for
office again in two years with no conviction on her record. She will still be given
her pension of $83,000 a year. Is this sentence too easy for a Mayor of a city who
has been convicted of theft? I think that
the sentence is fair, and I am impressed that
the prosecutor maintained his own independent judgment, despite popular opinion.

‘We can learn from the
Sheila Dixon case that
even a great mayor needs
to be called out on a
crime they committed’

Karl Merton Ferron/Baltimore Sun/MCT
Mayor Sheila Dixon announced that she will resign from her post during a press
conference in Baltimore, Maryland, January 6.

Mayor Dixon has worked in the government for over 40 years. Anyone that works
in office for that long should be granted
his or her pension. Although stealing gift
cards for needy children should not be
overlooked, her sentence seems appropriate. She must resign from office as of
February 4, and pay a fine of $45,000. According to lead defense attorney Arnold M.
Weiner, “She was dragging this city behind
her and spent too many years doing great
things, to let this criminal case linger over

the city.” Looking at her career, it seems
that Sheila Dixon has been a great mayor
for Baltimore. There was a 17% reduction
rate in the homicides from 2007-2008.
She passed Baltimore’s smoking
ban, gave funding to clean up
the streets, and
increased funding for housing.
Although Sheila Dixon was a
g r e a t m a y o r,
special treatment
shouldn’t be given to her. The
court went right ahead and conducted a fair
trial, like they would do for anyone else.
This trial proves that our court system
works. In other countries, corrupt leaders
can get away with crimes much worse than
this. Even for a relatively small matter like
this, the court took it upon itself to conduct
a fair trial and give a fair sentence. Popular opinion may have forced the judge and
the prosecutors to demand a more harsh
punishment. There probably was a lot of
pressure put on the prosecutor to demand
jail time. After all, a jury did convict
her of a crime, which carries jail time.
We can learn from the Sheila Dixon case
that even a great mayor needs to be called
out on the crimes they commit. Although
she was in a high position of power, appropriate punishments must be given.

Early dismissal for athletes interrupts learning
by Madeline Streiff ‘12
Nearly every week, during the
last block, class is interrupted as
the few privileged athletes leave
behind those who lack a schoolsanctioned reason to disrupt
their academic pursuits. These
committed warriors depart to
bring glory to Park in the arena
of interscholastic sports. Sports
enhance school spirit, bring recognition to Park, and provide
a means for students to exercise while meeting new people.
However, interfering with class
for sports harms those leaving
earlier, as well as the teacher and
the remainder of the students.
Aside from the disturbance,
leaving early is also wasteful.
The value of an expensive Park
education is based largely on the
pedagogy of carefully selected
faculty. Teachers’ lesson plans
are based on the assumption that
students will attend the full period. Chemistry teacher Elliott

Huntsman calls the distraction
“frustrating,” noting that the policy is “just not good for anyone.”
Would we ever allow students
to leave early if they were involved in a recurring videogame
tournament, perhaps Guitar
Hero with its musical elements?
What has made our society
accept the encroachment of “extra” curricular activities into the
academic sphere? The current
policy sends a confusing message
to students about the importance
of academics and divides athletes from non-athletes. In fact,
the school reinforces the higher
social standing of athletes when
those partaking in team sports
leave the classroom for a game.
What’s even more surprising is
that the games that are arguably
prioritized over academics even
carry the risk of injuries, including dangerous head injuries,
activities that would never be
allowed in a classroom if a concussion were a distinct possibility.

But don’t team sports buoy
school morale? School spirit is undoubtedly crucial, but
sports teams are not necessary to
achieve this goal, especially at
the price of academics. School
spirit should be based on the class
(e.g., juniors) or the whole school
(or upper school) rather than on
the more exclusive sports teams.
There is a precedent for balancing a love of team sports
with a competing interest that
is incompatible with a sports
schedule: Tamir Goodman, an
Orthodox Jew, managed to balance the rules of his religion
with his love for basketball.
After a successful high school
career at the Talmudic Academy
of Baltimore, he chose to attend
Towson State University based
on the willingness of the American East Conference to rearrange
Towson’s basketball schedule to accommodate Shabbat.
Fortunately, the needs of Park
students are not nearly as con-

cartoon by S. Smith ‘10

straining as those encountered
by Goodman who could not play
games from sundown Friday to
sundown Saturday. While Park
must operate within a consortium
of schools whose games start at
times that require students to miss
part of their last period, Park
could be a trendsetter by working to change the need to miss
any class. Perhaps a starting

point could be brainstorming
about how greater use of energy
efficient lights could illuminate
fields that grow dark during late
winter afternoons, extending the
period of play to avoid cutting
short any class. Such strategies
to address the early dismissal
policy for sports should be considered by a school that promises
that academics are paramount.
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Girls’ Varsity Basketball thrives on senior leadership

photo by A. Sussman ‘10
A. Tarver ‘10 drives past two New Town defenders to the basket
January 11.

by Drew Goldfarb ‘12
It was 18-11 at the half in
what seemed likely to be another
victory for the Girls’ Varsity Basketball team. Then, St. John’s
Prep pulled together a strong
third quarter, which eventually
led to a seven-point lead with two
minutes left in the game. After
several miraculous steals, the
Park team pulled ahead by one

point. Captain Adrienne Tarver
’10 stole the ball with seconds
left in the game and scored the
game winning lay-up to put
Park back on top with a 44-43.
The team handled Baltimore
Lutheran after establishing a large
lead early in the game. Captain
Lucie Weinberg ’10 led the way
with 12 points, but every player
scored. After that, the team faced
a hot Annapolis Area Christian

School, but the Bruins took an
early lead and never looked back,
winning 65-36. Akira Townes ’13
and Tarver scored an impressive
23 and 15 points respectively.
St. Timothy’s started off strong
leading after the first quarter, but
behind Senior Captain Kristen
Smith’s double-double the team
ran by St. Timothy’s 53-20. Most
recently the team defeated Key
school 45-10, and Rose Coll ’11
recorded another double-double.
Looking forward, the team
will have two daunting tasks
ahead having to face a 7-1 Oldfield’s team followed by the 7-0
defending champions Friends
team. However, those teams
are on the other side of the C
conference, so Park is in the
driver’s seat to take their respective half of the conference. The
best part about this team might
be the fact that they’ve been
to the last two championships,
but those were much different
teams. “Any given game, anyone can step up and have a big
game. Our past two years we
really had one main scorer, but
that is different this year,” said

R. Coll. “I think the fact that a
lot of us have been through two
championship losses is a real
good motivator for us,” she con-

tinued. This team is on a mission
for that championship, and with
the balance and experience this
team has, the sky is the limit.

photo by A. Sussman ‘10
R. Coll ‘11 posts up against a New Town defender in their game
January 11. The Bruins won 58-39.

Recent wins showcase Indoor Soccer’s aggressive defense
by Hannah Sibel ‘13
The Girls Indoor Soccer team, off to a
6-0 start, began the New Year with a 16-0
shutout against Oldfields. The undefeated
team then prepared to face their toughest competition in the league, Garrison
Forest, three days after the glorious win.
The game started out close, but then
Garrison began to pull away. In the end,
Park suffered its first loss of the season
with a score of 8-1 in Garrison’s favor.
Captain Mariama Eversely ’10 said, “I
feel that the entire team was on cruise
control after having playing Oldfields and
the loss to Garrison woke us up.”
The team played Garrison earlier this
season in a much closer game, which ended
in a 4-3 Park victory. “Garrison outplayed
us in every phase of the game,” Head
Coach Rob Piper said of the recent game.
Although it was a heartbreaking loss, the
team managed to redeem itself January 20
by beating the Garrison Grizzlies 4-2, and
thus winning the regular season series 2-1.
R. Piper says that, in order to maintain the team’s success, the group needs
to “work hard during the game, support
each other, and make fewer mistakes.”
Following the loss to Garrison Forrest,
the Bruins immediately bounced back

with an excellent win over St. Timothy’s
the following Friday, January 15. The first
half was a struggle with St. Timothy’s
ahead at the end of the first half. After half
time, the Bruins came out rejuvenated,
dominating on both offense and defense.
Aiden Piper ’11 and Arianna Strome ’12
were an unstoppable force on offence.
Strome scored three goals, two of which
were assisted by Piper. Additionally,
Piper scored two goals with one assist
by Strome. Coach Piper said, “We beat
St. Tim’s with a very good second half.”
Led by Captains Piper, Lauren Sibel
’11 and Eversely, the team is comprised
of sixteen players, including eight returning players. The squad is fairly balanced
with two seniors, five juniors, four
sophomores and five freshmen. Coach
Piper said, “Every player on the team
works hard each practice to improve
herself and the team.” Assisting Coach
Piper is Park graduate Lauren Golaner ’03.
The soccer players are strongest on
defense. Sibel believes that the defense
is so strong because, “We are aggressive
and communicate well with each other on
the field.” Excluding the second Garrison
game, the team has given up an average
of 1.4 goals per game. Coach Piper said,
“I stress that everyone on the field plays
defense. It starts up front with our for-

photo by S. Cornblath ‘10
A. Piper ‘11 attempts to trap the ball after the St. Timothy’s goalie cleared it up field
January 13.

wards as soon as we lose possession and
doesn’t stop until we regain possession.”
The girls don’t seem to be los-

ing their momentum, as they are
currently making their way to the
final game before the quarterfinals.
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Games of Non-conference play prepares boys for playoffs
emy, Pikesville High, Coppin
the month by Daniel Stern ‘12
Academy and the #10 ranked
January 19:
Boys’ Varsity Basketball defeated the Baltimore Lutheran Saints
56-34.
January 21:
Varsity Squash won
against rival Friends
School 4-3.
January 22:
Girls’ Varsity Basketball beat Oldfields
46-20.
January 25:
Girls’ Varsity Basketball remained undefeated in-conference
after their 56-31
victory against Beth
Tfiloh.
Girls’ Indoor Soccer came out on top,
winning 4-2 against
Glenelg.

Games to
watch
January 29:
Girls’ Varsity Basketball vs. Catholic High
School, 7:00
Senior Night
Boys’ Varsity Basketball at Key, 5:30
February 4:
Girls’ Indoor Soccer
vs. Glenelg, 4:30
Varsiy Squash heads
to Nationals at Yale
February 5:
Boys’ Varsity Basketball vs. Indian Creek,
7:30
Program Night

More than a month and a half
into its season, the Boys’ Varsity Basketball team has finally
reached the end of its tough nonconference schedule. Sporting a
strong 6-4 non-conference record
against historically more prestigious programs such as Pikesville
High, McDonogh School, and
Friends School, the Bruins now
face the stretch run of their
MIAA C Conference schedule.
The challenging non-conference games, according to
some players, served as excellent preparation for the
remainder of the schedule.
“There’s no question we’ve had
a very tough non-conference
schedule,” Captain Jonathan
Hettleman ’10 said. “I think in
some cases it’s humbled us and
in others it’s shown us the level
of ball we’re capable of playing.”
Michael Ginsburg ’12, a
sophomore guard, agrees with
Hettleman. “Our non-conference
schedule was very tough; we
played against some really good
schools. It’s really prepared us for
conference play.” Ginsburg continued, “Those games have taught
us how to beat teams at a high level. The games toughened us up.”
Park played games against a
wide array of teams that included
Greater Grace Christian Acad-

Edmondson Westside Red Storm.
Additionally, Park garnered a high
profile win against Boys’ Latin,
an MIAA B Conference team.
Still, the team’s winning record against these schools does
not contribute to the conference record that will determine
their playoff future. Currently,
the team’s Conference record
is 4-2 and the squad has won
four straight conference games.
Ginsburg feels that the Bruins
have played the toughest part of
their conference schedule already.
“[The two conference games we
lost] were against our toughest
conference opponents,” he said,
“and they were very early in the
season. Back then, we hadn’t
learned a lot of plays and our offense wasn’t clicking. Since then,
we’ve matured and we certainly
have the ability to beat all the
teams we play the rest of the way.”
Senior Forrest Carroll also
feels that the team has improved
significantly since the two losses
against rivals Chapelgate and
Beth Tfiloh. “We’ve started to
find our strengths and have for
the most part been able to compliment each other’s strengths
on the court. Through our tough
wins and tough losses we’ve become a more tightly-knit unit.”
Impressively, the Bruins’ new-

photo by S. Cornblath ‘10
K. Long ‘10 catches a pass and pivots away from a Boys’ Latin Laker
January 7.

found offensive success has been
a real team effort. Many of the
games have had different leading
scorers, from Ginsburg to Captain Avery Gerald ’10, to Senior
Nick Sangiamo. In response to
these figures, Carroll pointed
out, “It’s rarely an individual
that carries a team. Usually, it’s
going to be a team that will
make an individual better.”
For Hettleman, thinking about
the playoffs is counter-produc-

tive. “I’d hope that none of us
are really concerned with the
playoffs. We’re just working hard
to get better each game and to
make sure that we put ourselves
in a position to win, no matter
what team we play. I think if
we can do that, we’d be in great
shape heading into the postseason.” That attitude could be one
that carries them through the
latter portion of the season and
propels them into the playoffs.

Co-ed Varsity Squash captures second season win
by Reid Danels ‘13
The co-ed Varsity Squash team
has struggled with tough competition this season. Despite showing
improvement, the players are able
to boast two wins against Loyola
Blakefield and Friends School.
The Loyola match was a blow out
early this season, and the Friends
game was a dominating victory.
The Bruins’ record, consisting
of just two wins, does not due the
team justice. The squash players
have had many close matches
but haven’t been able to win very
many. One of these close matches
came against rival Friends School
December 17. “It was a frustrating match,” said Andrew Katz
‘13. Park lost 4-3 to the Quakers,
a team they should have beaten.
But, January 21 the Bruins
defeated the Quakers. “We lost
to Friends earlier this season but

the team is coming on strong
with a decisive victory,” said
Head Coach Toby Gordon. Alex
Katz, Andrew Duberg ‘10, Sam
Cornblath ‘10 and Andrew Katz
finished their matches first winning 3-0 with the exception of
Andrew Katz who won 3-1.
“We came out with good energy
and it showed on the court,” said
Alex Katz. “From the matches
I watched, we won 3-0 and the
season is really coming along
together. We are all starting to
hit our stride and with Nationals
on the horizon I’m eager to see
what’s in store.” As the players continue to improve, they
are hoping to add more victories to the record.
In early February, the squad
will travel to New Haven,
Connecticut to attend Squash
Nationals at Yale. This is a

photos by S. Cornblath ‘10
Three seed D. Kaup ‘10 hits a cross-court shot against Gilman
Greyhound January 12.

highly competitive tournament
for High Schools around the
nation. Through this compe-

tition, and others, the team
are improving their skills and
gaining valuable experience.

